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Whys and Wherefores
Leoing- Behind the Scenes to Learn How the Character -o| an Engine'is Deve[oped
[Torn Certaln Essentla[ Consideratlons -A N ew Serles
~HERE
is a feature of the Morris Ten engine which
Hence, the exhaust valve may be quite a little smaller
|I ,is not present for the ieason one ~.might expect.
than the, inlet.
Indeed, there are schools of thought
The crankshaft, which is femarkable for the large
which believe that most exhaust valves. are larger than
size of its journals and crank pins, is . provided with
they need be.
counterbalance weights.
To many of. us the sight of . a
Although a coil of tempered steel wire looks a simple:, '
crank balance
weight ~ recalls earfy~ single-cylinder
thing, as a matter of fact its design for a particular p`urengines and the, need of making` them run smoothly.
pose is an exceedingly complex matter.
Especially is
enough to permit one to continue to sit on the saddle
this so in the case of a valve spring, which is expected
of a motor cycle-which` is` not meant as a jibe at the
to stand up to a minimum test of lo million reversals.
expense of the excellent motor cycles of to-day. But the
balance weights on the four-fhro
crankshaft o the Morris
Valve Spring
Surging
Ten are not put there to da-mp vibration as such. They are '~ One of many impediments to the long life of a ,valve
put in to balance as. far as ,possible the inertia forces set
spring is the effect of what is called surgIng. When an
up in each throw. by its individual piston and connecting
impulse is imparted by the cam to the valve spring, a
rod, for if these are not balanced they impose a heavy
disturbance of the coils ~is initiated which travels alon`g
load on the crankshaft journals and 'bearings.
The
the length of the spring in the form of a wave. This
balance weights are used to inrease journal bearing life.
wave is reflected from each end of"~the spring .in turn.
.
The Starting
Point
-"
During the conversations which I had with the Morris
Engines engineering.staff, I could not resist the temptation to ask what was the starting point in laying out a
new design. The answer was extremely interesting-the
starting point is. the inlet valve. It is accepted that a correctly designed engine, not supercharged, will produce
its highest torque at a point in its -speed range where the
gas flow through the inlet valve is travelling ,at approxipomateweis5e1fie sehwdth isxw
ap
o ma sic
24oft" per second.
There are many reasons to account
for this state of affairs, but in ~view. of -the importance
of these two gas velocities it is a

fact that the design of the inlet
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same end, the result is umulative ad induces a greater
surge. This explains why synchronous speeds of vibration occur. Engine speeds which- are sub-multiples _of
the natural spring frequency are synchronous speeds.
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The Inlet manifold
all the components
`

implies the creation
of a vacuum.
A vacuum
cannot do any more than let air flow in to fill it up, and
air is normally at atmospheric pressure.
On the other
side of the story, exhaust gases are under a considerable
residual pressure left from the expansion stroke, and
are literally burning to get out of the cylinder.
Also,
they are being pushed from behind by the rising pistons.

and cylinder head with
of the valve operating
gear.
`
w

It is easy to realise that surging, if unchecked, can
produce some very high stresses in' the' material of the
spring.
Examination of a valve spring of the Morris
Ten engine will show one of the several methods which
are used to keep surging under control.
It will be seen
that the pitch`of the coils is not constant, those at the
end remote from the lift being closer together.
The
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ignition, the front of the flame travels away from the
ignition point towards the furthermost
parts of the
chamber.
The gas already ignited by the spark expands
rapidly, so that the remaining unburnt gas in front of
the -flame may, under certain circumstances, be raised
to a pressure so great that it ignites spontaneously, or
detonates, unless the shape of the combustion chamber
is scientifically designed and equally well cooled.
In th Morris Ten engine, the~ combustion chamber
shape is the result of much research to obtain a smooth
flow through the valve ports. The combustion chamber
is of a
lozenge
shape, with a lesser width than the
cylinder bore, and a greater length, as the valve heads
slightly overlap the top of the bore and cannot fall into
the cylinder in the event of a spring or stem failare.
The
inlet valve, as already stated, is of larger diameter than
the exhaust, and is arranged more directly above the
bore.
Then the side of the combustion chamber in the
.
.
. .
.
,
.
.
direction of the mchnatlon of the valves IS not vertical,
but sloping away, to' give greater freedom to th inflow
and outflow of the gases. Also, the roof of the chamber
is not horizontal, but at right angles to the axis of the
valve stems.
The sparking plug enters~ the chamber
through the sloping side wall, and is clo'se to the exhaust
valve.
The ignition, and therefore the start of the flame
front, take place in the hottest part of the combustion
chamber, whereby the risk of detonation is considerably
reduced.
-

Filling

the

Cylinders

HOwever carefully combustion chambers, valve ports
and so~on may be designed, all this work may be wasted
if the cylinders do not get filled with (a) a full quota,
(b) the same amount at the same temperature as the
cylinder next door, and (c) an homogen`eous and correctly
proportioned .mixture of atomised fuel-vapour and air.
The' carburettor. is a worthy instrument which does i
level best to supply exactly what is required.
It is
really a metering device, and for various reasons is liable
to supply a stream of fuel vapour and air whlc~h may be
a little different in composition in the centre from what
.it is ~close to the banks, so to speak.
Apart from
atomisation, it is one of the jobs of the hot-spot in the
induction manifold to correct this stratification of the
air-borne fuel. In the Morris Ten engine the hot-spot
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is so shaped and disposed that the` heavier strata of the
mixture play upon it more intensely than the lighter,
and the atomisation is rendered .more uniform thereby.
By no means the least interesting aspect of the design
of the engine is to be found in the oil system, which is
orthodox in one respect but unusual in another, namely,
that a gear-type pump of unusually large capacity s
used.
The full output of this pump is not normally
required or .used, and a larger proportion than usual of
its outputls
arranged to escape through the by-pass
valve and return to the sump.
But when an engine has
been in service for a lengthy period and the bearings
have worn a little, oil can escape from them more readily,
and the pressure which should maintain the oil film
between the shaft and the white metal of the bearing
consequently drops.
The output of the pump is sufficient to deal with any matter of this sort.
Lubrication

MANCHESTER
motor engineer
has received a great deal
of local publicity
because he has cut down tax and consumption
on an elderly American straight-eight
by converting
four of the cylinders
into mere passengers.
" Engineering
mysteries
under the bonnet
leads off one account,
although
it is rather less mysterious
when later it suggests that no one
would
suspect
that
four of the pistons
and con-rods
were
missing.
Quite a successful
conversion
of this sort by a London concern was described
recently in The Autocar.
It is suggested
that fours may be converted
into twi`ns and
sixes into
Threes. '
But whereas a straight-eight
may be
tolerable
with half its " pots
out of action, a four (or a six)
similarly
treated
might
be decidedly
unpleasant
in running.
And some unexpected
skipping-rope
effects might
occur in
the crankshaft
!
The engineer
in question
is Mr. Chas.
Hampson,
Grain

System

The actual circulation of the oil is arranged so that
the pump draws its supply through a filter submerged
`in the sump and immediately
passes the quantity
required by the engine under pressure through a main.line filter. The surpl~us passes through th pump re,lief
valve and returns to the sump.
This ,filter is not made
dismountable, but is intended to be used until fouled
and then thrown away, a new one being put in its place.
An additional release valve is provided which permits
a direct apply to the engine if the filter becomes blocked.
From the pressure filter the oil is conducted to the
main crankshaft bearings and the big-ends, whence a
regulated supply is flung to the cylinder walls. Also,
the oil is fed to the camshaft bearings, and the surplus
from an end bearing is collected in a banjo oil-thrower
ring and fed to the teeth of the chain sprockets of the
distribution gear.
A further gallery pipe feeds a
metered supply `of oil under pressure up to the rocker
shaft and rocker ends of the valve gear.
In conclusion, I would like to remark that the excellent drawings by my colleague, John Ferguson, -show
an extraordinary. amount of detail which the engineer
will be able to follow out for himself.
To describe
everything in the engine would need a book on the sub-.
ject, and I have confined myself to an attempt to portry
some of the major issues in the minds of the designers.
Next week .` T he Standard Indeendent
Suspension.

the Number

Met,boa o[ Cutting

(CONTINUED)

of Cylinders

Down the Tax on " I arge Engines
Street, .I)eansgate,
of the eight-cylinder
ax3

3

'.P.

Manchester,
and he claims that jn the case
model consumption
has been reduced from
sedquaIfni

80f2

.7c'Sd

t

is the expectation
of insurance
being reduced in proportion.
No special parts are required ; only the application
of time
and mechanical
skill.
Hence, Mr. ffampson
agrees there can
be no patent
about it at all, but that other traders or smart
owners
might
copy the process.
He considers
the benefits
great for big-car owners generally,
and especially
to commercial travellers
with large co.nsignments
of goods.
Of course,
the fuel ration
would be reduced if the final rating fell, as it
usually would, below 20 h.p.
The system
is equally - applicable
to c.v.
engines,
but
some restraint
on speed would have to be stressed on drivers
and special care paid to the weight of loads.
Cost of conversion
is estimated
at
to to
IS.

